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Answer all questions

Ql.

a) state clearly what is meant by Rapid Application Development (RAD)'

b) Briefly describe the advantages and disadvantagies of RAD' ,

c) Draw a flow diagram to depict the RAD life cycle, andlriefly describe its stages'

d) RAD has many core elements that make it a unique mdthodology' Describe the

following three elements:

i. PrototyPing

rt. Iterative develoPment

iii. Time boxing

a) State clearly what is Visual Basic?

b) State any four important features of Visual Basic'

c) State the programs that you can create with Visual Basic'

d) what is the purpose of the caption property of the command button in visual

Basic?
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Q2.
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e) Briefly describe the differences between an option button and a check box

control in Visual Basic.

D What is a purpose of image control in Visual Basic and how can it be created?

g) What is run time ercor in Visual Basic, when does it occur, and what might cause

it?

Q3.

a) Give the syntax of the following looping in Visual Basic and, describe the

differences between them.

i) For - Next Loop

ii) Do/Loop

b) Describe at least three types of common dialog boxes in Visual Basic.

c) Describe the two basic built-in functions of Visual Basic. .

-r't
d) State the purpose of the following formatting functions in Visual Basic and give

the syntax for each.
t
J

i) Tab

ii) Space 1
iii) Format i

e) What wifbe the output of the following program?

Private Sub Command_click $

Dim X, g, rt, surn As Integer

n:8

X:0

Y=1

Print X
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Print Y

Forl=3Ton

sum:X +Y

Print sum

X:Y

Y: sum

Next i

End Sub

D Find the errors in the following VB program and underline them. Then, Correct

and rewrite the entire program again:

Private Sub Commandl-Click Q

Dim N in Integer

NisT

For I equal 2 to N-l

IfNModI:0Then
tt

PTint ''THE NUMBER IS NOT A PRIME NTIVIBER''

Exit Sub

If End

Next b

Print "TIIE NUMBER IS A PRIME NUMBER"

End Sub
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Q4.

a) State the differenies between a Visual Basic proiect file and a datafile.

b) State what is SQL, and how is it used in Visual Basic.

c) Give the syntax for one and two dimensional arrayq of Visual Basic.

d) Describe what ADO (ActiveX Data Obiects) is, and give the ADO objects'

e) Define the terms COM (Component Obiect Modet) and DCOM (Distributed

C omponent Obi ect Modet).)

0 Describe the elements of ActiveX

g) Briefly describe Visual Basic Extension (VBX) and OLE Controls (OCXs)'
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